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ABSTRACT 
The recent exponential growth of new radio frequency (RF) based applications such as 
internet of things (IoT) technology is creating a huge bandwidth demand in the already 
congested RF spectrum. Meanwhile, visible light communication (VLC) is emerging as a 
technology which can be used as an alternative wireless communications solution which 
makes no use of the radio spectrum. In addition, continuously powering up the massively 
deployed IoT nodes is becoming a challenge when it comes to maintenance costs. 
Development of energy autonomous IoT nodes would certainly assist to solve the energy 
challenge. Previous work shows that renewable energy sources can be utilized to address 
the energy requirement of IoT nodes. Under this context, we have developed a light-based 
energy autonomous IoT (LIoT) prototype. This thesis presents a feasibility study and 
proof of concept of LIoT, including design, implementation and validation of LIoT nodes 
and a transmitter unit. Furthermore, the ability of multiuser communication using VLC 
as well as indoor light-based energy harvesting were demonstrated and tested in this 
thesis. To make the concept of LIoT more attractive from an implementation standpoint, 
and to create a future-looking solution, printed electronics (PE) technology was used as a 
part of the implementation. Two key components of the prototype were based on PE 
technology, photovoltaic cells used to harvest energy, and displays used to exhibit 
information transmitted to the LIoT node. In the future, when PE technology becomes 
more mature, very low-cost, small form-factor and environmentally friendly LIoT nodes 
could be implemented on thin substrates. A wide array of possible applications can be 
created combining the concept of light-based IoT with printed electronics. The proposed 
LIoT concept shows great promise as an enabling technology for 6G.  
 
Key words: LIoT, VLC, IoT, Printed electronics, Indoor energy harvesting, Energy 
autonomous, 6G. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
ADC     analogue to digital converter  
ASCII     American standard code for information interchange  
AGC     automatic gain control amplifier  
APD      avalanche photo detector 
BER     bit error rate 
COB     chip on board 
CSK colour shift keying  
CIJ     continues ink jet 
DC direct current  
D2D device to device 
D2E device to everything  
DoD     drops on demand 
eMBB enhanced mobile broadband 
eMTC enhanced machine type communications  
FHE      flexible hybrid electronics 
GPIO     general purposes, input, output 
IC     integrated circuit 
IR infrared 
ID     identification 
IoT internet of things  
IGMS infrastructure and geophysical monitoring systems  
IDE     integrated development environment  
LiFi light fidelity 
LoS      line of sight 
LED light-emitting diode  
LIoT light-based internet of things 
MFTP maximum flickering time period  
MSM     metal-semiconductor-metal  
M2M machine to machine 
MPPT     maximum power point tracking 
MPP      maximum power point 
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MOSFET    metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor 
NOMA non-orthogonal multiple access  
OOK  on off keying  
OSC      organic semiconductor  
OPV     organic photo voltaic 
OFDM orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
PV photovoltaic 
PD photo detector 
PE     printed electronics 
PCB     printed circuit board 
PPM  pulse position modulation 
PCE      power conversion efficiency  
PET     polyethylene terephthalate  
RF radio frequency 
R2R     roll to roll 
RFID     radio-frequency identification  
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SPI     serial peripheral interface  
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SL-APD    superlattice avalanche photo detector 
SAF set and forget 
TTL      transistor to transistor logic  
TFT     thin film transistor 
TPC transiently powered computers  
UVLC  underwater visible light communication 
URLLC  ultra-reliable low latency communications 
VLC  visible light communication  
WGPD     wave guide photo detector  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
  In present world, the concept of wireless technology is well established, and many 
technological applications are evolving based on it. As a consequence of that, the 
communication networks need to support increasingly large data traffic over shared radio 
frequency (RF) spectrum. Catering enough bandwidth for these requirements became a truly 
challenge for the current established technologies. Researchers forecast that, at end of the 2021 
there will be about 1.5 mobile users’ per capita rate with a total world base of 11.6 billion users. 
In addition, with the spectrum efficiency currently achievable, this number of users will be 
expected to demand approximately factor of 12000 more spectrum bandwidth compared to 
present capacity [1].This estimation creates a new problem, defined as “spectrum crunch”, 
which describes the absence of frequencies in the remaining radio spectrum required to 
accommodate the exponentially growing number of mobile nodes [2]. Under these 
circumstances, with the evolution of 5G new radio technology, new communication 
technologies like enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), enhanced machine type 
communications (eMTC), ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC) are expected to 
come alive. These technologies are promising to empower the machine to machine (M2M), 
device to device (D2D), device to everything (D2E) and internet of things (IoT) 
communications in 5G. However, accommodating a massive number of devices with these 
technologies within the existing spectrum will be challenging, and it re-emphasize the 
requirement of new unlicensed spectrum bandwidth [3]. As an alternative solution for this, 
optical communication which is, a relatively new wireless communication can be used. Recent 
studies suggest light fidelity (LiFi) spectrum as the best potential candidate for the new 
requirements.  LiFi spectrum is made up with the combination of both visible light 
communication (VLC) and infrared (IR) spectrum. Moreover, the bandwidth of LiFi is 
approximately 2600 times larger compared to the whole radio frequency (RF) spectrum [4]. In 
addition, in [5] [6] authors have proposed non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme for 
VLC systems which is well coincide with the promising multiple access scheme for the 5G 
technology. The above facts clearly suggest that the LiFi spectrum is a promising 
accommodator for the 5G and upcoming 6G technologies 
Typical wireless nodes under 5G, for instance IoT nodes, come with unique challenges 
which will needed to be specially addressed. Since large number of connecting devices are 
required to deliver the desired outcomes of the IoT, limitations like energy consumption, battery 
life, cost per node and data rates need to be optimized accordingly [7]. Based on power 
availability and the expected operational lifetime, IoT devices can be mainly categorized under 
four types. Such as transiently powered computers (TPC), wearables, set and forget (SAF) and 
infrastructure and geophysical monitoring systems (IGMS) [8]. Researchers propose the use of 
renewable energy as a solution to the energy challenges. With this concept, IoT nodes are 
expected to self-generate/harvest their energy by using renewable energy and power up their 
energy optimized circuits. Ambient light, vibration motion, thermal energy and RF energy can 
be given as examples for the renewable energy sources. According to the researches, energy 
harvested from ambient light can achieve efficiencies in the range of 5-30% the largest 
compared to other approaches [9]. 
The cost and size per node can be minimized by using compact circuit design technologies 
such as printed electronics. Printed electronics is an emerging technology, which enables 
opportunity to manufacture cost-efficient compact electronics. The idea of this technology is to 
print circuit components and circuits using special materials which enable to manufacture them 
with currently existing large-scale printing technologies. This technology drastically reduces 
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the manufacturing time and cost while productions will be inexpensive so that they can be used 
in everyday life. In addition, printed electronics products can be made with flexible 
characteristics or can be moulded to fit in any form factor as desired [10]. 
 
 
1.1 Motivation 
As discussed previously, moving the possible number of IoT applications to the VLC spectrum 
will support to reducing the current congestion in the RF spectrum. The characteristics of VLC 
enables to reuse same light wavelength between wall separated environment and it is free to 
use for everyone. This avoids the limitations to the IoT from the licensed spectrum bandwidth 
while accommodating massive number of IoT applications within the VLC spectrum. In the 
aspect of privacy and security, VLC creates a highly secure and private platform for IoT nodes 
to perform more secure data communication while eliminating the risk of eavesdropping from 
remote non-intend users. VLC can deliver data rates in large magnitudes up to the several Gbps 
[11]. Since most modern IoT applications require low to moderate data rates for its operations, 
these VLC data rates will be sufficient for the communication. In [12], authors purpose efficient 
coding technique - blinkcomm for the visible light-based IoT devices which enhance the data 
transmission rates. In addition, with the provided indoor illumination from VLC transmitters, 
indoor photo voltaic (PV) cells can harvest the energy needed by the IoT nodes [13]. To further 
make more compact the IoT physical design, printed electronics can be effectively used to 
optimally utilize the IoT node physical surface area. In addition, printed PV cells have the 
ability detect highspeed data signals while harvesting energy from the transmitter illumination 
[14]. Moreover, performance of the IoT nodes which made up with combination of both PV 
cell based energy harvesting and data receiving circuit can be further optimizable with the use 
of innovative data transmission schemes [15]. However, with the above discussed facts and 
recent findings support the importance of discover, study the feasibility and develop the proof 
of concept of the VLC based IoT node prototypes. This thesis will discuss important theoretical 
and practical information which we came across during the task 
The goal of the thesis work is to prototype and implement an energy autonomous LIoT node. 
The device is expected to communicate using VLC while harvesting energy using printed solar 
cells and electronic circuitries. All supportive circuitry was selected based on commercial 
availability and they were chosen to support the final outcome of the node. However, as the PE 
technology is not yet fully mature, both PE and traditional electronics combination were used 
for the final implementation. The proposed model of prototype is illustrated in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1. Proposed LIoT prototype model. 
 
   
1.2 The goal of the work 
The goal of this thesis is to study the practical feasibility of the Light-based IoT (LIoT) 
concept, where an energy autonomous IoT node is the key component [16]. The node exploits 
light to harvest energy and to communicate with an access point. The IoT node is based on the 
concept of “expose and connect” which follows the idea of communicating only when node is 
exposed to indoor illumination. In order to demonstrate the proof of concept of LIoT, an 
experimental prototype system was developed as a work of the thesis. Moreover, printed 
electronics-based components were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of printed electronic 
technology while making the prototype nodes more compact, low cost and large scale 
producible. The performance of the finalized prototype system was evaluated at the latter part 
of the thesis work. 
The rest part of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, an overview of VLC 
technology, theoretical background, channel characteristics and possible LIoT based 
applications are discussed. In Chapter 3, an overview of printed electronics and technologies 
are discussed. Chapter 4 presents the review and description of indoor energy harvesting unit. 
The Chapter 5 is reserved for design and implementation process of the IoT. In Chapter 6 the 
results and performance of the implementation are discussed. The discussion and the 
conclusions of the thesis work are described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
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2  OVERVIEW OF VLC CONCEPT, TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS 
2.1 Basic VLC concept 
In VLC, the communication data is sent using visible light wavelengths which reside on the 
visible spectrum. The visible light spectrum spans between wavelength range of 380nm to 
750nm corresponding to the frequency of 430 THz to 790 THz bandwidth within the LiFi 
spectrum [17]. The frequencies and their spectrum arrangement can be illustrated in Figure 2. 
The concept of VLC is to provide data communication via wavelengths visible to the human 
eye by utilizing the typical illumination infrastructure. The same infrastructure is used for both 
indoor lighting as well as data communications. LEDs can be modulated at high speeds, 
resulting in flicker-free operation suitable also for illumination purposes In IEEE 802.15.7 this 
technology is standardized as a candidate for wireless personal area networks [18].    
 
 
 
Figure 2. RF and LiFi Spectrum. 
 
This chapter focuses on the basics and components of most common VLC system designs.  
The VLC system, transmitter, receiver and channel properties and their working principles are 
discussed respectively. The system architecture for VLC is depicted in Figure 3. 
  
 
Figure 3. Common system architecture for VLC systems. 
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Initially, the data is encoded and modulated as mentioned earlier. Within the encoder and 
modulator, data bit streams are subjected to pre-equalization, in order to pre-compensate for 
any signal distortion that may take place in the optical channel. The data is coded and modulated 
in order to achieve higher throughput in the given bandwidth [19]. The modulated data signal 
is fed to the visible light emitter driver. Typically, LEDs are used as the light emitter at the 
transmitter. The driver makes the lights-based waveforms according to the modulation scheme 
used at the modulator. On the other end, the receiver transforms the received visible light 
waveform to an electrical waveform.  
 
2.2 Transmitter 
In a typical VLC system, the transmitter unit basically consists of encoder, modulator and 
drivers equipped with light emitters.  
 
2.2.1 Light emitters. 
In VLC transmitters, light emitters are used to create the visible light waves according to the 
modulated electrical signal waveform. As a result of recent research and development on 
lighting sources, LED light bulbs have become a strong candidate due to their low cost and 
compact VLC designs. Moreover, the compact, low power, small sized LEDs enable more 
opportunities to use VLC on various environment conditions [20]. In indoor VLC systems, the 
LED should be chosen to support for both data communication as well as indoor lightening 
purposes. Typically, wavelengths from 400 to 700nm are required to obtain resultant white light 
from the LEDs. Generally, for white indoor illumination, two types of LED bulbs can be used. 
These two types have their unique characteristics which can described as in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. White LED types and characteristics 
 
   
White LED 
Type 
 
White light generating principle Properties 
Phosphor Use blue light to excite the yellow 
phosphor and emit the white light 
 Lower cost 
 Not support of complex 
modulation 
 Low response speed 
leads to lower 
modulation bandwidth 
RGB 
(red, green 
and blue) 
Built in with encapsulated red, green, 
blue LED chips to mix and produce 
resultant white light 
 
 
 Complex modulation 
required 
 High response speed 
leads to support high data 
rates (through exploiting 
high-order modulation) 
 Higher cost 
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2.2.2 LED illumination and optical designs 
The light distribution of LED tends to follow Lambertian distribution. However, according 
to the design requirement this light distribution can be modified. Optical lenses and reflectors 
can be used to vary the light pattern emitted by the LED. The Table 2 provides a summary of 
reflectors which can be used to LED lighting [21]. 
 
Table 2. Reflector designs and description 
 
Style Figures Description 
Direct   LED light emitted directly without 
any optical arrangement. 
(Lambertian) 
Diffusion   Mostly used to reduce brightness 
while expanding light distribution 
range 
Reflective 
 
 According to this design, large angle 
light rays are get reflected by the 
reflector while central rays emit 
directly without reflections.  
 Different light patterns can be 
achieved by changing the reflector 
design 
 
Transmission   The transparent lens can vary the 
intensity contours of the light 
distribution 
Combined 
reflective and 
transmission 
  This method contains both 
characteristics of reflective and 
transmission. 
 Varying the location of the lens, the 
number of reflections for large angle 
rays can be controlled. 
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2.2.3 LED Driver 
In LED-based VLC transmitter, the LEDs will be controlled based on direct modulation 
techniques. Direct modulation techniques use drive current which contains a superimposed 
form of both direct current (DC) bias current and modulated data contain fluctuating current. 
The purpose of the LED driver is to control the light waves based on the receiving electrical 
signal. A summary of the direct modulation technique is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Structure of LED based direct modulation modulator. 
 
 
The characteristic curve of LED is shown in Figure 5. According to the I-V curve of LED, 
voltage and current change approximately linearly when terminal voltage of the LED reached 
beyond   VActive. Therefore, LED driver should keep the transmitting LEDs in the linear 
operating region in order to provide efficient optical signal transition from the receiving 
electrical signal.  
 
 
 
Figure 5. I-V curve of a LED. 
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The parameter of modulation depth can be defined as follows 
 
                                                             𝑚 =  
∆𝐼
𝐼0
,                                                                   (1) 
 
where,  𝐼0 = bias current;  ∆𝐼 = difference between peak and bias current. 
 
Modulation depth describes the connection between modulated signal and DC bias given to 
the LED. Larger modulation depths make easier to receiver unit to detect optical signal. In 
addition, since modulation bandwidth defines the transmission rate and the VLC channel 
capacity in the system, it is important to design the driver circuit to achieve maximum 
modulation bandwidth. In LED based transmitter, maximum modulation bandwidth is limited 
by LED modulation bandwidth, which is defined on the construction material and geometry of 
the used LED type. 
 
2.2.4 Modulation Schemes 
In VLC systems, the used modulation schemes have direct impact on the transmission data 
rate. As a characteristic of commercially available LEDs, their half power (3dB) modulation 
bandwidth is about few MHz in size. The 3dB modulation bandwidth explains the LED’s 
supported frequency range, which results more than half power of receiving at the receiver. 
Modulation bandwidth of given type of LED can be determined by the below equation 
 
                                                              𝑓3𝑑𝐵 =  
√3
2𝜋𝜏𝑐
,                                                           (2) 
 
where;  𝜏𝑐 = lifetime of the minority carriers in the semiconductor 
 
The issue of low modulation bandwidth can be overcome by improving the drive circuit 
design with high performance electronics. In addition, this can further enhanced by selecting 
the proper modulation scheme accordingly [22] 
 
In order provide user friendly communication experience, the IEEE 802.15.7 standard 
mainly focuses on two aspects, as follows 
 
 flicker mitigation   
 dimming support  
 
Flickering can occur as a result of LED low/off period during low rate data transmission 
which is noticeable to human eye and it can cause eye strain for the users. To mitigate flicker, 
variation/fluctuation of LED should take place within the maximum flickering time period 
(MFTP). MFTP express the maximum time period which is unnoticed to human eye and during 
that period light intensity should be changed. MFTP can be approximated as time frame below 
5 milliseconds [23]. 
The dimming support explains the VLC system’s ability of perform under the user-selected 
arbitrary light dimming conditions. According to that, VLC systems are expected to perform 
robustly even the indoor light intensity varies. 
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Few VLC compatible modulation schemes are described on Table 3. [24] 
 
Table 3. VLC modulation schemes comparison 
 
Modulation scheme Description 
On off keying (OOK) High voltage level used for bit 1 while zero voltage level 
used for 0 bit in binary representation 
Colour shift keying (CSK) Transmits data based on red, green, and blue lights. Power 
level of the resultant waveform is constant   
Pulse position modulation 
(PPM) 
Same voltage level is used for both binary bits while their 
pulse duration will be adjusted to separate the bits 
Orthogonal frequency-division 
multiplexing (OFDM) 
Orthogonal frequencies will be used to transmit parallel data 
streams 
   
 
2.3 Receiver 
2.3.1 Detector unit 
In VLC systems, the purpose of the detector unit is to detect the visible light waveform and 
transform it into an electrical waveform. There are several characteristics expected from 
detector devices. High responsivity within the desired wavelength or spectrum is expected in 
order to get high quality electrical waveforms from the incident optical waveforms. In addition, 
fast response speed is crucial for high speed broadband VLC systems. To minimize the 
distortion, the detector unit should be able to maintain low noise levels when converting optical 
signal to electrical signal. Moreover, the relationship between optical – electrical domains is 
expected to be a linear, to get better performance.  
 
 Photo detectors (PD):  PDs are designed to detect optical signals with wider spectral 
response. Most commonly available PDs are positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN), 
avalanche PD (APD), metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM-PD), Single photon avalanche 
diode (SPAD), superlattice avalanche (SL-APD), wave guide PDs (WGPD) and cavity 
enhanced photoelectric PDs (RCE – PD) etc. When the PD is exposed to an optical 
signal, the PN junction within the PD starts to produce the electrical current linearly 
proportional to the optical signal  
 
 Photovoltaic detectors: Solar panels can be used as visible light detectors. 
 
2.3.2 Receiver circuit 
A typical structure of photodiode-based receiver is illustrated in Figure 6. Initially, the 
photodiode receives optical signal through the channel and converts it into time varying current 
signal. The transimpedance amplifier converts current signal into voltage waveform so it can 
be modified using conventional methods. Then, the signal is filtered in order to remove noise 
components within the signal. In indoor conditions, most of noise components are generated 
due to ambient sunlight and other indoor luminaries which are typically operated around low 
frequency from the power line. Frequency tuned bandpass or high pass filters can be used for 
this purpose. In [25], authors have purposed a Sallen-key high pass filter circuit arrangement 
for VLC receivers. However, researchers have found several other alternative ways to mitigate 
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noise components from the signal. According to [26], an adaptive minimum voltage 
cancellation circuit can be used to mitigate noise effects by adaptively subtracting the minimum 
voltage from the waveform. Moreover, in [27] authors have proposed use of Schmitt-trigger 
comparator arrangement in order to precisely detect the signal waveform and  get rid of the low 
noise components for VLC receivers. Thereafter, the noise-removed signal is amplified through 
the automatic gain-controlled amplifier. The amplified signal then gets post-equalized. There 
are several post- equalization methods to re-correct the distorted received waveforms. Post-
equalization methods can be divided into two main groups, namely frequency domain and time 
domain approaches [28]. Finally, the signal waveform gets demodulated and decoded according 
to the configurations. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Structure of a PD based receiver. 
 
 
2.4 VLC Channel Characteristics 
In a VLC system, the transmission model can be expressed as 
 
 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ⊗ ℎ(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑁𝑁(𝑡𝑡), (4) 
 
 
where Y(t) = received signal; X(t)= power of transmitted light, h(t) impulse response of the 
channel N(t) = additive white Gaussian noise and R = photodiode’s photoelectric 
transformation efficiency.  
 
The summary of transmission model is illustrated as Figure 7. 
 
 
 
 
According to [29], VLC links can be divided as directional and non-directional. The 
categorization is based on the angle of transmitting and receiving beams. Beam will become 
Figure 7. Linear baseband transmission model of an indoor VLC. 
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nearly parallel if the divergent angle is small in the transmitter’s end. From the receiver’s point 
of view, if the angular view of the photodiode unit is small, the ability of receiving will be 
limited to towards one direction. Therefore, it called as a directional receiver. A detailed 
illustration of a directional link is given in Figure 8a. In the case of both transmitter and receiver 
are directional, the link is set up in a way that both units are aligned to each other. However, if 
both transmitters and receivers have large transmitting and receiving angles, the link is called 
non directional link. There is a type of link that made up with mix of these two types of 
transmitters and receivers which is called as a hybrid links. Illustrations of non-directional and 
hybrid links are given in Figure 8b and Figure 8c. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Furthermore, VLC links can be also categorized as line of sight (LoS) and diffuse links. Similar 
to other communication channel models, LoS link describes the direct aligned communication 
link between transmitter and receiver which utilizes the high-power transmission. Diffuse links 
are useful when scenarios like shadowing phenomena, which reduces the strength of LoS link 
[30]. It is important to design transmitters and receivers with less directional requirements in 
order to maximize the use from diffuse links. The structure and parameters of these types of 
links are given in Figure 9.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Directional (a), non-directional (b) and hybrid (c) link types. 
Figure 9. LoS (a) and diffuse (b) links. 
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2.4.1 VLC channel model  
In VLC system, the channel model can be expressed as follows 
 
 𝐻(𝑓) =  ∑ 𝐻𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖 𝑖𝑒
(−𝑗2𝜋𝑓∆𝜏𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖) + 𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 
𝑒
(−𝑗2𝜋𝑓∆𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓)
1+𝑗𝑓/𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓
, (5) 
 
where; 𝐻𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖 = channel gain of i
th LoS components;  𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = diffuse signal gain 
∆𝜏𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖 = delay of i
th LOS components; ∆𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = delay of diffuse signal components and 
𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 = cut-off frequency of diffuse channel frequency response. 
 
2.4.2 LOS components 
In LED driven VLC system, the LoS gain from the ith white LED can be obtained by 
following expression 
 
 𝐻𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖 =  
𝐴𝑅(𝑚+1)
(2𝜋𝑟𝑖
2)
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑚(𝜙𝑖)𝑡𝑠(𝜓𝑖)𝑔(𝜓𝑖) cos(𝜓𝑖), (6) 
 
where;  𝐴𝑅 = Active area;  𝜙𝑖 = transmit angle w:r:t maximum radiation direction of the i
th  
light  source;  𝜓𝑖 = angle of irradiance; 𝑟𝑖 = distance to the illuminated surface ; 
𝑡𝑠(𝜓𝑖) = transmission of optical filter and 𝑔(𝜓𝑖) = gain of non-imaging concentrator. 
 
2.4.3 Impulse response  
The Impulse response of ith LoS component can be obtained from follow equation 
 
 ℎ𝐿𝑂𝑆,𝑖(𝑡) =  
𝐴𝑅(𝑚+1)
(2𝜋𝑟𝑖
2)
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑚(𝜙𝑖)𝑡𝑠(𝜓𝑖)𝑔(𝜓𝑖) cos(𝜓𝑖)𝛿(𝑡 −
𝑟𝑖
𝑐
). (7) 
  
2.4.4 Diffuse components 
Diffuse gain can be obtained from following. In most cases this is modelled as a constant  
 
 𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =  
𝐴𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 
𝐴𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 (1−𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙)
 , (8) 
 
where;  𝐴𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑚 = room area;  𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 = average reflectivity.  
 
 
2.4.5 The luminous flux 
The line of sight gain provide from ith light source is subjected to the luminous flux. The 
luminous flux can be expressed as 
 
 Φ =  𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∫ Φ𝑒(𝜆)
780 𝑛𝑚
380 𝑛𝑚
𝑉(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆, (9) 
 
where; Φe(λ) – source power distributions; V(λ) – standard sensitivity function and 
 Kmax – source power distributions. 
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2.4.6 Radiation intensity 
In VLC environment, the radiation intensity at given point can be obtained by 
 
 𝐼(𝜙) = 𝐼(𝜙 = 0) (cos(𝜙))𝑚, (10) 
 
where; 𝜙 = transmit angle with respect to maximum radiation direction and m represents 
the Lambert index corresponding to the VLC source radiation semi angle, which can be 
expressed as 
Lambert index = -1/𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1
2⁄
) and  𝜃1
2⁄
 = Source semi angle at half power. 
 
2.5 VLC system performance 
In VLC system, signal quality of the received signal can be evaluated by calculating the 
signal to noise ratio. The signal power can be expressed as  
 
 𝑆 =  𝛾2𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
2 , (11) 
 
where;   𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 =  ∫ [ℎ(𝑡)⨂ 𝑋(𝑡)]𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
. (12) 
 
The noise is considered as a summation of thermal, shot and inter-symbol interference 
 
 𝑁 =  𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
2 + 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2 + 𝛾2𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑆𝐼
2 , (13) 
 
where;  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑆𝐼 =  ∫ [ℎ(𝑡)⨂ 𝑋(𝑡)]𝑑𝑡
∞
𝑇
. (14) 
 
 
2.5.1 Thermal noise 
In VLC systems, thermal noise component is caused by the random thermal motion of 
electrons in the load resistance. This phenomenon also called as Johnson noise. In photodiode-
based VLC receivers, thermal noise can occur in transimpedance amplifier stage which use 
multiple load resistance to convert photocurrent to voltage signal. [31] 
 
The thermal noise power spectral density is defined as  
 
 Sthermal =  
4𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑅𝐿
, (15) 
 
and thermal noise power is defined as  
 
 Pthermal =  
4𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑅𝐿
 Δ𝑓. (16) 
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The variance of the thermal noise can be given by  
 
 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
2 =
8𝜋𝑘𝑇
𝐺
𝜂𝐴𝐼2𝐵
2 +
16𝜋2𝑘𝑇Γ
𝑔𝑚
𝜂2𝐴2𝐼3𝐵
3, (17) 
 
where; T = absolute temperature; 𝑘𝐵 = Boltzmann
′s constant ; Δ𝑓 = receiver bandwidth  
G = Open loop gain and 𝐼2 = noise bandwidth factor. 
 
 
2.5.2 Quantum shot noise 
In photodiode-based VLC receivers, shot noise is a component which caused by the dark 
current fluctuations. This phenomenon occurs due to randomly produced currents in different 
areas of the photodiode surface. 
 
The variance of the shot noise can be given by  
 
 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2 = 2𝑞𝛾(𝑃𝑟𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝐼𝑆𝐼)𝐵 + 2𝑞𝐼𝑏𝑔𝐼2𝐵, (18) 
 
where; q is the electron energy, B = noise bandwidth and  𝐼𝑏𝑔 = background current. 
 
 
 
2.6 LIoT Concept: Possible Applications  
2.6.1 IoT based Product label  
By exploiting the idea of printed electronics and LIoT, the labels of future products can be 
designed to be active. VLC transmitters can be integrated to the lighting infrastructure of the 
shop while integrating the receivers with printed compact PV cells in the label. In this way, 
multiple batches of same product can be updated simultaneously. Further, this method provides 
opportunity to use same transmitter infrastructure for any of compatible products. The 
transmitted data is expected to be displayed on the flexible display integrated in the label which 
made by printed electronic technology. Using this method, product prices, special notes such 
as seasonal greetings, sale banners can be dynamically updated according to the 
seller’s/manufacturer’s requirements. In addition, by adding circuitry for checking product 
quality, such as tiny sensors for detecting density changes or colour changes in contained 
liquids, the approximated expiry date of the product can be accurately predicted. Such methods 
can help to correct the changes of expiry date due to erroneous conditions during product 
storage.  The display units need to be chosen with low energy consumption and multistage 
stable displays so that whenever the product is taken out from the shelves label will freeze. 
Also, by adding situation-aware animated brand name logos, mini animations or dynamic text, 
the aesthetical appearance will be enhanced while creating new platform for creative 
advertisement, logistical use, etc. This concept is illustrated in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Concept of LIoT based product label. 
 
 
2.6.2 LIoT based wireless communication device 
The concept of energy autonomous LIoT can be applied to daily communication 
applications. Devices such as museum audio guides, conference translators, indoor audio 
headphones and similar devices can be further simplified using this concept. Since the devices 
are expected to be energy autonomous, new devices will not need battery which will lead to 
more compact and lifetime durable designs. This will make users to simply forget about the 
battery charging intervals while providing limitless audio user experience. Another advantage 
is this technology makes these devices completely hazardless due to zero energy storage nature. 
Typically, batteries are considered as fire hazardous energy storing device which should be 
stored and transported under defined regulations. In addition, VLC has proven to support higher 
data rates compared to Bluetooth technology, which is widely used in wireless audio devices 
[32]. This provides the opportunity to use higher quality audio transmission with higher audio 
rate, which will enhance user experience. Moreover, by establishing a common VLC platform 
in public places such as museums, trains, conference halls create opportunity to people to use 
their own wireless audio devices without borrowing specifically designed devices for each 
place. This concept can be further enhanced by adding uplink such as IR or RF so that this can 
be applied in all duplex devices currently existing. This concept using scenario is illustrated in 
Figure 11. 
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   Figure 11. Concept of LIoT wireless communication devices. 
 
 
2.6.3 LIoT - based shallow underwater wireless IoT 
The self-energy harvesting VLC based IoT concept can enhance the underwater 
communication experience. VLC is promising to give faster Gbps underwater data rates, which 
goes way beyond the kbps data rates of acoustic signals currently offering to the underwater 
devices [33], [34]. According to [35], there are multiple modulation schemes available which 
can be used for Gbps scale data rate underwater VLC (UVLC).  In [36] authors describe 
underwater-capable efficient PV cell design which can be used for energy harvesting. The LIoT 
concept can be easily used to shallow water communication equipment applications, small scale 
drones as well as IoT sensors submerged in the transparent liquids. As advantages, the LIoT 
nodes will not need to be maintained on regular interval and moreover, the less complex concept 
will help making more robust, inexpensive underwater communication devices for commercial 
use. A practical scenario of utilizing this concept is illustrated in Figure 12. 
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   Figure 12. Concept of LIoT based shallow underwater wireless IoT. 
 
 
2.6.4 LIoT based indoor position systems 
This concept can be effectively used for indoor position locating applications. Since, light-
emitting diode (LED) lighting is rapidly becoming more popular for indoor illumination, this 
LIoT based positioning concept can be implemented on existing illuminating infrastructure 
effortlessly. In this application, the user node is expected to receive the location coordinates 
from closest VLC transmitter luminary and based on that user’s location will be dynamically 
updated. The location mapping devices can be designed by using microcontrollers and bistable 
displays like electrochromic or e-ink such that hold the previous state in case of no new data is 
received. Printed solar cells can be placed on the surface of the device. As illustrated in Figure 
13, the locating device can be made more compact, energy autonomous, and more importantly, 
inexpensive in order to make them feasible for any scale service providers. The locating devices 
are expected to preserve the conventional style of maps which is simple and more familiar with 
generations of users. These indoor positioning systems can be used in places like supermarkets, 
universities, libraries and shopping malls in order to help customers to locate their items 
quickly. In addition, this concept will be useful to customers to overcome language barriers and 
have a better shopping experience. 
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Figure 13. Concept of LIoT based indoor position systems. 
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3 INTRODUCTION TO PRINTABLE ELECTRONICS 
The sudden surge of demand for small electronic devices can be attributed to the IoT concept, 
that emerged from 5G. Device manufacturers lean towards new materials to make compact and 
cost-efficient designs. The rigidness of existing silicon-based printed circuit boards (PCB) are 
limiting the designer’s ability of making small designs up to some extent. As a promising 
solution for this, printable electronics is rapidly becoming a key implementation technology 
due to its unique features compared to the traditional PCB electronics. This technology has the 
ability to produce electronic circuitries on flexible substrates and materials which are 
mechanically flexible or stretchable without any damages to the design [37]. In addition, less 
complex process of manufacture enables personalized fabrication of circuits for the designers. 
This utilizes the maximum space in the device while making it smaller and compact. This 
advantage considered as a key feature of this technology. Designing of printable electronics can 
be done following two approaches [38]. 
 
 
1. Component type: This type focuses on designing flexible electronic components such 
as resistors, capacitors and transistors based on organic or inorganic semiconductors. 
 
2. System type: These types of designs are focused on designing complete circuitries using 
printed electronic techniques. The productions are expected to be work as traditional 
rigid circuits while preserving unique flexible, stretchable characteristics. 
The main concept of printed electronics was emphasized with the invention of electronic 
ink. When fabricating printed electronics, electronic inks is deposited on the flexible substrate. 
An illustration of inkjet-based ink deposition is given in Figure 14. As illustrated in Figure 15, 
after depositing the ink, the substrate with ink is annealed or sintered to bring back the 
characteristic properties of ink [39].  
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Ink deposition. Figure 15. Sintering and annealing 
process [37]. 
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3.1 Electronic Ink. 
The electronic ink consists of functional material, stabilizers and rheological modifiers. The 
purpose of functional materials is to provide expected characteristics to the printed element. 
For dielectric elements, functional material will be chosen based on the insulating 
characteristics while, conducting characteristics will be considered for the printed electrode 
elements. Stabilizers and the rheological modifiers will be selected based on application and 
the method of fabrication. These materials must have good stability and ability to withstand 
long lifetime under the conditions subjected to the nature of application while they should be 
inexpensive and environment friendly [40]. 
Electronic inks can be basically categorized as organic and inorganic. Most of early days 
electronic inks were based on organic materials. These organic materials are available as water 
soluble large molecular compounds (polymers), which can effortlessly convert to liquid ink. 
However, conductive properties of these polymer organic materials are found to be much 
smaller compared to the small molecular organic materials. In order to create flexible 
electronics, molecular organic inks can be deposited on the flexible substrate by using printing 
or vacuum evaporation ink deposition methods. [41]  
On the other hand, inorganic materials are rapidly evolving, having advantages over the 
organic materials. Inorganic material-based inks are promising to give better conductive 
performance and good environmental stability whereas printed organic materials tend to 
degrade when they contacted with oxygen and humidity over the time. Inorganic materials can 
be turned to electronic ink by dissolving the solid-state powder of inorganic compounds in 
solvents. After printing the elements or circuit using inorganic ink on the substrate, sintering 
process need to be done. 
The sintering process re-transforms the inorganic material components in the printed ink 
back to solid state, enabling the most solid-state properties of inorganic material again. Since 
sintering process requires higher temperatures, suitable substrates were limited, and they 
needed to be selected to withstand the high temperature conditions. As a remedy for this, 
inorganic nano materials were introduced. Nano materials only required sintering temperature 
below 1500C and it aided the use of thin films substrates materials [42]. Examples for inorganic 
materials based electronic inks are given in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Types of functional ink and examples 
 
Type of functional ink  Examples 
Conductors nano silver, nano copper, ITO  
Semiconductors single-walled carbon nanotube, metal oxide  
 
 
3.2 Substrates for printed electronics 
In PE, the mechanical characteristics of the circuit majorly depend on the properties of the 
substrate. There are three types of substrates can be used in PE. They are glass, metals and 
polymers. For the flexible devices, metal and polymers would be the ideal candidates due to 
their mechanical flexibility. However due to the large design cost and constrained design 
freedom on metallic substrates, non-reinforced polymers are vastly used as substrates for the 
flexible devices. The major drawback of non-reinforced polymers is their low surface energy. 
Surface energy describes the ability of attracting other depositing material’s molecules into the 
substrate surface. To increase the surface energy, prior surface treatments are used. When 
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selecting substrate for an application, properties of mechanical, physical, chemical and thermal 
aspects are needed to take to the consideration. Various types of flexible substrates listed on 
Table 5. The extensible substrate materials have the ability of stretching without damaging the 
circuits while flexible substrates have the ability of mechanically bending without damaging 
the circuits.   
 
Table 5: Types of flexible and extensible substrates. 
 
Flexible substrates Extensible substrates 
polyimide polyurethane 
polyethylene terephthalate thermoplastic polyurethanes 
polyethylene naphtholate  
 
 
3.3 Printing flexible electronics  
In this section, the manufacturing process of typical printed electronics components will be 
described. 
 
3.3.1 Component type electronics. 
As discussed in the introduction chapter, printing electronic components such as transistors, 
resistors and capacitors with flexible characteristics are vital to make compact flexible also low-
cost circuitries. Among those, transistors can be used as the main building block to create more 
advanced circuits. To create printed transistors on flexible substrate, thin film transistor (TFT) 
structure can be used. The structure of TFT is illustrated in Figure 16. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. TFT structure. 
 
There are several types of TFTs, such as phousilicon, polysilicon metal oxide and organic 
TFTs. In order to manufacture TFTs on substrate, annealing process needed to be done. 
Annealing is a process which heats up hard metals in order to get soft malleable metal for the 
manufacturing process. Due to its low annealing temperature, organic TFTs can be 
manufactured by printed techniques on flexible substrates [43]. The TFTs printed with 
inorganic inks such as semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube inks are considered as 
transistors with high performance characteristics on conductivity, physical flexibility and 
environmental stability. 
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3.3.2 System type electronics 
With use of large printed electronic components, a complete electronic circuit can be 
completed. The connections between components are printed using flexible or stretchable 
conducting inks on flexible substrates. In addition, flexible circuits can be made with 
commercially available rigid electronic components. These type designs are called as flexible 
hybrid electronics (FHE). These circuitries are produced by placing of conventional rigid 
components on flexible/stretchable substrates so that final design has the mechanical 
characteristics of printed electronics and involvedness of traditional electronics. This will 
permit the printed electronics system to evolve, despite of slowly developing printed component 
electronics. To make flexible conductive connection in-between the components, nano silver 
ink is commonly used. The low sintering temperature of nano inks enables the use of 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), paper substrates which have excellent flexibility and cheap 
printing costs.  
 
3.4 Printed electronic fabrication method classifications 
There are several methods to manufacture printed electronics. Based on the direction of 
fabricating, these methods can be categorized into two main types as follows 
 
1. Top – down technologies 
2. Bottom – up technologies 
3.4.1 Top – Down technologies 
These technologies follow the main idea of depositing and pile up electronic ink on the 
flexible/stretchable substrate. Few examples of top down technologies are listed next. 
 
1. Dip pen  
2. Screen printing  
3. Ink jet 
4. Offset printing 
The main advantage of top-down technologies is that, their printing mechanisms are 
compatible with large scale production methods, such as roll to roll production. These printing 
methods result in low cost per unit at faster production time. As a disadvantage, the top 
deposition method some time does not create strong bond between the functional ink compared 
to bottom-up technology. 
 
3.4.2 Bottom – up technologies 
Instead of depositing ink from top of the substrate, these technologies take different 
approaches. The basic approach is to use chemical reactions for produce functional materials 
on the substrate.  
Examples for bottom up technologies 
1. Polymer-Assisted-Deposition 
2. Ion-Exchange Technology 
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The main advantage of these technologies is that, they create strong bonds between the 
functional material and the substrate which make more robust designs for some applications. 
Moreover, in [44], authors have classified the printing methods as following 
 
 Contacting printing (Dip pen, Screen, Offset) 
 Non-contact printing (Ink jet, Laser directed) 
This classification is based on whether the substrate is going not that clear or not when 
depositing the ink.  
 
3.5 Manufacturing methods for large scale PE productions. 
3.5.1 Roll-to-Roll Technology (R2R) 
To increase the throughput, manufacturers are using “roll-to-roll” technologies inspired from 
these concepts. The concept of R2R printing can be explained from below Figure 17. It depicts 
the design sequence of TFT described in Figure 16. Each layer corresponding to the TFT 
structure is deposited one by one using connected sequence of printers. The production starts 
from a roll of thin undeposited substrate and then the printer system begins to deposit the E-ink 
on the substrate. After the completion of ink deposition on the substrate, the final output 
substrate is stored in a roller. 
 
 
Figure 17. Roll-to-roll printing method (R2R). 
 
 
3.5.2 Dip – Pen technology 
In this method, ink molecules which deposited on atomic force microscope are transferred 
to the surface of the substrate. The tip needed to be contacted on the substrate in order to transfer 
the ink. The low required annealing/sintering temperature in this technology enables printing 
on more spectrum of compatible substrates. Figure 18 illustrates the e-ink deposition on 
substrate using atomic force microscopic tip. 
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Figure 18. Dip-pen ink deposition. 
 
 
3.5.3 Screen printing technology 
To manufacture screen printed circuit using screen printing, basically five components are 
required. They are, stencil according to the circuit or component, a squeegee, functional ink, a 
screen printer stage and a substrate. Figure 19 illustrates the screen-printing process using these 
items. In this technology, the functional ink is deposited on the substrate by using a stencil and 
squeegee. In this method, the viscosity of electronic ink and the squeegee quality play vital 
roles respect to the connection between the ink and substrate. The major advantage of screen 
printing is its ability of depositing printed image with great thickness on the substrate. The 
thickness of the image is subjected to the thickness of used stencil and the deposited ink can be 
thick as more than 100µm, which is an unique ability to this technology [45]. Moreover, due to 
simple procedure and great feasibility for large scale production, this technology became as one 
of most popular methods in the PE industry. 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Screen printing method. 
 
However, compared to other methods, screen printing is relatively a slow printing 
technology due to its printing mechanism. To overcome this, the rotary screen-printing method 
is used in mass scale production. This printing mechanism is illustrated in Figure 20. In this 
method, stencil and squeegee mechanism integrated in a roller in order to maximize the 
throughput of the production. 
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Figure 20. Rotary screen printing. 
 
 
3.5.4 Inkjet technology 
Inkjet is a top down PE fabrication technology similar to the concept of day to day office 
inkjet printers. This method enables direct writing on the substrate without being limited to any 
direction constrains while facilitating effortless ink deposition on any arbitrary shaped 
substrates. Figure 21 describes the ink deposition process of this method.  There are two main 
types inkjet technologies available.  
 Continuous inkjet (CIJ). 
 Drop on demand mode (DoD). 
In this CIJ technique, piezoelectric transducers in the printing nozzles release functional ink 
droplets to the substrate based on the design oriented electronic signal. There are four types 
piezoelectric nozzles available. They are grouped as squeeze, shear, bend and push. Each of 
these types has a particular droplet feature. Moreover, in this technology, the parameters such 
as piezo voltage, droplet weight and printing speed are directly determining the quality of the 
printed design on the substrate.   
In DoD method, parallel ink nozzles are used, and they are only activated when needed. 
Pulses based signal is used and at each pulse nozzles are configured to release droplets. This 
printing method is low cost relatively compared to CIJ method [46]. Ink jet technology vastly 
used for PE applications like transistors, flexible sensors etc. 
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Figure 21. Inkjet ink deposition method. 
  
3.5.5 Offset-Gravure Printing  
This offset printing method is popular for its high-speed printing ability compared to other 
methods. In this method, initially, the design is placed on the gravure plate. then the plate rolled 
over the gravure roller. Thereafter, functional ink is soaked over the gravure roll and doctor 
blade used to limit the available ink on the roll. Doctor blade is an arrangement which is used 
to remove the excess amount of ink from the rolls. Ink in the gravure roll transferred to transfer 
roll which is in contact with the substrate. Finally, by making low pressure contact, the transfer 
roll deposits the ink on the substrate. Figure 22 describes the arrangement of offset-gravure type 
printer.  In this technology, ink solvent nature, viscosity, applied pressure and the material of 
the transfer roll play vital role in the finish quality of the print. However, the degradation of the 
doctor blade affects the printing quality and therefore proper selection of material for doctorable 
is important. This method commonly employed by application such as creating of radio-
frequency identification (RFID) tags, TFTs, solar cells and sensors etc.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Offset gravure method. 
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3.5.6 Flexography 
In this technology, the ink in the fountain roller is transferred to the anilox roll. The anilox 
roll which rolls in physical contact with the flexo roll is made with micro scale cavities in order 
to hold the e-ink. The contact between rolls transfers the ink to the flexo roll and it deposits the 
ink on the target substrate. Like in previous method, doctor blades prevent the over collecting 
exceed ink on the anilox roll [47]. The design circuit pattern is embedded on the flexo roll with 
the use of flexo plate. The low-pressure contacts on the substrate makes this method more 
suitable for wide spectrum of flexible substrates. This method is widely used for applications 
like e-labels, printed batteries etc [45]. Figure 23 describes the flexography printer arrangement. 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Flexography method. 
 
 
3.6 Performance comparison of printing technologies 
The performance of the above discussed technologies can be tabulated as below [45], [47]. 
 
Table 6: Performance of printing technologies 
 
Printing method Line width 
/(µm) 
Line thickness/(µm) Speed /(m/Min) Resolution 
/(µm) 
Inkjet  30 - 50 0.01 – 0.5 slow 15–100 
Gravure offset 10 - 50 0.02–12 fast (1000) 50–200 
Screen 30 - 50 0.02–100 medium (70) 30–100 
Flexography 45-100 0.17 – 8 fast (500) 30–80 
 
According to the Table 6, gravure offset, and flexography provide more fast production rate 
compared to others 
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3.7 Electrochromic displays 
 
Electrochromic displays can be considered as another application of printed electronics. The 
structure of an electrochromic display is illustrated in Figure 24. 
 
 
Figure 24. Structure of electrochromic display. 
 
This display technology can be considered as semi bi-stable display technology which can hold 
the previous information for some time without consuming energy. When conductive layer is 
subjected to a voltage difference, the e-ink will move to the electrolyte and make visible the ink 
colour to the outside. When the conductive layer is subjected to a opposite polarized voltage, 
the ink will be redeposited on the substrate without showing any of its colour. In [48] authors 
have described multicolour electrochromic display technology which will upscale the demand 
for this technology. However, this display technology is constrained due to its limited ability of 
showing dynamic graphics and texts which are already achieved by other display technologies.  
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4 INTRODUCTION TO INDOOR ENERGY HARVESTING UNIT 
Attaining the energy required for the operation of the wireless electronic nodes is one of the 
key challenges of this work. Small compact battery designs are vastly used as a feasible, 
effective solution for this task. However, battery solution comes with its own unique problems. 
Scheduled battery maintaining operations need to be carry out in order to get the service 
continually form the node. This will result in a considerable service cost and it is problematic 
when it comes to sensor networks with a large number of nodes. As a solution for that, more 
researches were conducted focusing on energy harvesting methods, allowing energy-autonomy. 
According to the authors in [9],  sources like ambient light, vibration motion, thermal energy 
and RF can be used for energy harvesting. In addition, they have shown that the ambient light 
has an efficiency range of 5-30%, which is far beyond the other natural energy source 
efficiencies. Photovoltaic (PV) cells are used to harvest energy from the both indoor and 
outdoor ambient light. 
 
4.1 Structure of energy harvesting system 
The main structure of an energy harvesting system is described in Figure 25. The harvesters 
basically produce the energy conversion from renewable energy to electrical energy. PV cells, 
piezoelectric units, thermo electric units are examples of harvesters. Then conversion unit 
changes the voltage or current parameters of primarily produced power by using power 
electronics. Typically, buck converters and boost converters can be mostly seen on this type of 
conversion circuits. The power is then stored in the storage unit. Batteries and super capacitors 
are most commonly used for energy storing purpose. To coordinate between storage unit and 
conversion unit, a power management control unit is embedded to the system. In most cases, a 
specially designed integrated circuit (IC) will be used for this unit. In addition, generally the 
PV cell optimized power management units are manufactured with a maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) feature, which always bias the PV input to obtain maximum performance.   
 
 
Figure 25. Structure of an energy harvesting system. 
 
4.2 Photovoltaic cells 
The main purpose of PV cells is the yielding of energy from the photons. Generally, the 
process of generating photocurrent falls in to two main processes. 
 
a. Absorption of photons 
b. Collection of charge carriers  
The evolution of solar cell technologies can be breakdown to three generations 
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 First Generation Solar Cells: First generation photovoltaics use the highest purity 
materials such as crystalline silicon. This generation has the highest power-conversion 
efficiencies compared to others while as drawback, these are expensive to produce 
because of high processing costs to get pure materials. 
 
 Second Generation Solar Cells: These PVs are based on low-cost, less complex 
preparation techniques such as vapor deposition and electroplating. As a trade-off, 
power conversion efficiency is lower compared to the 1st Gen. Nearly all thin film 
photovoltaics fall in this category. These PVs are made by using solar cells made up of 
multi-crystalline or amorphous Si, CdTe and Cd-In-Ga-Se (CIGS).  
 
 Third Generation Solar Cells: This latest generation of these PVs is well-known for its 
physical characteristics of light weight, flexibility and low-cost manufacturing methods 
such as R2R. These includes PV technologies such as dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC), 
organic PV cells, etc. 
 Traditional 1st Gen and 2nd Gen solar panels work based on PN junctions in the PV cell. The 
photons emitted from sources, which have energy more than bandgap difference, get absorbed 
by the PV panel and generates electron-holes pairs. These get separated due to the electric field 
across the PN junction and this results in a photo current flow from the PV cell.  
The operation of 3rd Gen photo voltaic cells takes a different approach. Their energy 
conversion relays on the formation of a heterojunction between the donor materials and 
acceptor materials. For this, manufacturers use organic semiconductor (OSC) materials such as 
organic dyes, polymers, small molecules and ensembles of semiconductor or oxide 
nanoparticles. Selection of material is subjected to the application of the organic PV cell. [49]. 
The structure of an organic PV cell is illustrated in Figure 26. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Structure of a flexible organic PV cell. 
 
 
The operation of organic photo voltaic cell can be described as follows. According to Figure 
27, visible light passes via the top transparent proactive coating of the solar cell and excites 
electron-hole pairs residing in the photoactive layer. This layer consists of both electron donors 
and accepters which are categorized based on their raw material properties. Due to the energy 
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which passed from light source, an electron-hole pair get separated and electrons migrate to the 
electron transport layer. This process results in an electric current in the conductor [50] 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27. Summary of power generation in an OPV cell. 
 
 
4.2.1 The equivalent circuit of a PV cell 
Figure 28 describes the theoretical circuit model corresponding to PV cell which can be used 
to describe the electrical characteristics of the unit. 
 
 
Figure 28. Equivalent circuit of a PV cell. 
 
From the equivalent circuit, the load current can be obtained as, 
 
 𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠ℎ − 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑, (19) 
where, 
Iph = current produced by the solar cell; Id = diode current; Ish = shunt or leakage current;  
I = load current and V = voltage across load.   
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4.2.2 Performance parameters of PV 
Performance of the PV cells can be compared based on their own power conversion 
efficiency value. High PV power conversion efficiency leads to minimum amount of PV cell 
area which required to power-up the application device. By considering the concept of ideal PV 
cell which consists of a constant current source, a diode and a load, the parameters can be 
expressed as follows. In here, PV cell is assumed to be operated as a current generator when 
the surface is exposed to a light source [51]. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of an 
orgonic solar cell can be given by  
 𝑃𝐶𝐸 =  
𝐼𝑆𝐶 𝑉𝑂𝐶 𝐹𝐹
𝑃𝑖𝑛
, (20) 
 
where  FF = 
𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃
𝐼𝑆𝐶  𝑉𝑂𝐶
 , (MPP – Maximum Power Point); (21) 
 
 𝐼𝑆𝐶  represents the short circuit current,  
𝑉𝑂𝐶 - open-circuit voltage, FF - fill factor, and 𝑃𝑖𝑛 is the incident solar power. 
 
further, open circuit voltage can be expressed as 
 
 
 𝑉𝑂𝐶 =  
𝑛 𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝑞
 ln (
𝐽𝑝ℎ
𝐽0
+ 1), (22) 
 
where 𝑘𝐵 - Boltzmann constant;  𝐽𝑝ℎ - Photo current density;  𝐽0- Reverse saturation current 
density and T – Temperature; 
The above-mentioned parameters are illustrated on the I-V curve of a PV cell, as shown in 
Figure 29. 
 
 
 
Figure 29. I-V curve of PV cell. 
 
According to the graph, when a load is attached to the PV cell, the terminal voltage is 
expected to be dropped below 𝑉𝑂𝐶 value.  The PV cells have the ability to provide constant 
current till the cell reach to maximum power point. At maximum power point, the PV cell 
provides its maximum power generation to the load. Generally, the maximum power point 
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exists on 80% of 𝑉𝑂𝐶 value. According to the [52] [53], performance of different solar 
generations can be tabulated as below 
 
Table 7 : Solar conversion efficiency for various photovoltaic systems 
 
Generation PV material Typical efficiency 
1st Si (crystalline) 26.7 ± 0.5 % 
GaAs (crystalline) 26.1 ± 0.8 % 
InP (crystalline) 24.2 ± 0.5 % 
2nd Si (thin film) 16.7 ± 0.4 % 
GaAs (thin film) 26.1 ± 0.8 % 
CIGS (cell) 19.4 ± 0.6 % 
CdTe (cell) 16.07 ± 0.5 % 
3rd Dye sensitized 10.4 ± 0.3 % 
Organic 9.7 ± 0.3 % 
Perovskite 23 % 
 
 According to the Table 7, the Perovskite PV cells have the best efficiency compared to 
the rest of 3rd generation PV cells. This fact highlight that PE-based PV technologies can deliver 
high efficiency energy conversion performance while preserving their unique flexible and cost-
efficient characteristics. 
 
4.2.3 PV cell performance under indoor lightning 
The study in [54], shows a comparison of efficiency in commercially available organic, dye 
sensitized, a-Si PV technologies under indoor tri-phosphor fluorescent source illumination 
condition. Their results can be tabulated as shown in Table 8. 
 
Table 8: Efficiency comparison under indoor illumination 
 
Lighting condition Normalized efficiency of PV device 
OPV DSSC a - Si 
TL84 NB: (tri-phosphor fluorescent 
source (4100K)) 
0.45 1.35 0.50 
 
Based on above results, it can be concluded that dye sensitized PV will outperforms other 
commercially available PV technologies under indoor lighting conditions. 
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4.2.4 PV cell arrangement 
The PV cells can be arranged by two ways as described in Figure 30. In series configuration, 
negative and positive terminals of adjacent PV cells have connected each other, and one positive 
and negative connection attached to the load, while in parallel configuration all positive and 
negative terminals are connected to the terminals on the load. 
 
These two methods have their unique characteristics are displayed in Table 9. 
 
Table 9: Series and parallel configuration comparison 
 
Series configuration Parallel configuration 
Suitable for large terminal voltage 
requirement. Voltages of each cell will be 
added while keeping constant current through 
all cells. 
Suitable for large current voltage 
requirement. Current output of each PV cell 
will be added while keeping constant 
voltage between the common terminal. 
As number of cell unit increases, drawing 
current will be limited to the total internal 
series resistance. 
Terminal voltage will be limited based on 
the lowest terminal voltage PV cell in the 
array. 
Different rated voltage cells can be used. Similar rated voltage cells need to be used. 
Drawing current will be limited based on 
lowest rated PV cell in the array. 
 
 
The above facts suggest the importance of using similar rated PV units in order to maximize 
the efficiency of the solar array.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(+) (+) 
(-) (-) 
Figure 30. Series and parallel PV cell arrangements. 
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4.2.5 The effect of angle with indoor light sources 
The angle of incident has a direct impact on the generation efficiency of PVs. According to 
research carried out regarding this, it turns that the PV achieve its best performance when they 
are angled between approximately -30 to +30 from normal to the PV surface [55]. The effective 
angle of receiving for a PV is illustrated in Figure 31. 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Angle reference with indoor light 
sources. 
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5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A LIOT NODE  
In this project, the protype is expected to be used as product information display (Figure 1). 
The implementation was based on the structure illustrated in Figure 32. A transmitter unit and 
two receiver nodes equipped with different display technologies were developed under the 
design requirements. In generally, the prototype was designed as a low power, energy-
autonomous LIoT node. The display in the node is expected to update the contents based on the 
received data from the VLC link. In addition, multiuser communication is supported, that is, 
receiving LIoT nodes can be addressed independently by the transmitter and PV cell-based data 
reception.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 32. Prototype main structure. 
 
5.1 Transmitter 
In the designed prototype, the transmitter unit was designed by using several main units. 
They are; microcontroller unit (MCU), LED driver, power chip on board power LED (COB).  
 
 
 
Figure 33. Prototype transmitter structure. 
 
 
Referring to the Figure 33, the computer input data is fed into the microcontroller by using 
serial communication. The input data are dispatched with a combination of both multiuser 
identification and the payload (i.e., information to be displayed). A Matlab environment-based 
computer program was designed to take user identification (ID) and payload data from 
graphical user interface and then translate the input raw data into machine level. The processed 
data are transferred to the microcontroller through USB serial communication. Thereafter, the 
microcontroller encodes and modulates the received data according to the PPM based RECS-
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80 protocol and then the modulated signal waveform is sent to the LED driver. The LED driver 
drives the transmitting COB LEDs according to the modulated signal. The whole transmitter 
system is powered by an external power supply. The concerned selection criteria for design of 
each unit are described below. 
 
5.1.1 Modulation 
In this design, for the data transmission, pulse position modulation (PPM) was used. Since 
PPM uses a high level to represent both bit 0 and bit 1, it naturally assists to reduce flickering 
effects in VLC systems. The data frames were based on the RECS-80 protocol which is also 
known as the old Panasonic infrared protocol. Its ability of carrying a large number of multi 
addresses was mainly considered when selecting the protocol. The binary bit representation of 
used PPM is shown in Figure 34.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These pulses were generated using a 38 kHz carrier signal in order to distinguish the data 
signal from environment noise. In this way the receiver can filter out the incoming signal using 
around 38 kHz region filter and extract the less noisy data signal. The modulated signal contains 
48 bits (excluding start and stop bits) while it consists of address and data parts. The address 
part is used to facilitate the multiuser requirement. In this design, the address part contains 16 
bits which can create 65536 distinguishable addresses. These can be utilized for multiuser 
scenarios or multi tagged data scenario for the same user. The data part contains 32 bits for the 
data payload. An oscilloscope-captured waveform of the transmitted signal is depicted in Figure 
35.  
 
Figure 34. Bit representation according to PPM used 
in RECS 80. 
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Figure 35. Data frame according to RECS 80 protocol. 
 
In the prototype, address bits were used to facilitate 256 multiusers and 256 sperate tags for 
each user.  
5.1.2 Transmitter’s Microcontroller Unit 
In this prototype, the MCU was used to perform as encoder and modulator in a typical VLC 
system architecture. Since the transmitter unit is expected to be stationary and connected to the 
powerline with infrastructure for all the time, no power constrains were considered. Hence no 
special power saving techniques were followed when design the data transmitting algorithms. 
The selection of MCU for the transmitter was made based on the following criteria. 
 
 Its ability to generate the 38 kHz carrier signal precisely (clock speed) 
 User friendly serial communication capability – integrate with computers and use 
Matlab environment for performance evaluation and troubleshoot easily. 
 User friendly serial communication capability – integrate with computers and perform 
debugging tasks without additional circuitries. 
 Number of general purposes, input, output (GPIO) pins 
 Commercial availability 
Based on above criteria, the ATmega328P MCU based Arduino Uno development board 
was selected to implement the transmitter prototype. C language-based Arduino integrated 
development environment (IDE) and Matlab environment were used for the programming 
purposes of the transmitter. 
 
5.1.3 LED driver 
For the design of LED driver of the transmitter, the following criteria were considered. 
 Fast switching ability to generate detectable carrier signal.  
 Handling high power for COB type power LEDs – COB require large current 
compared to the other circuitries. (>1000mA) 
 Expected to respond Transistor–Transistor Logic (TTL) level output coming from 
MCU’s output. 
 Commercial availability. 
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In order to facilitate above requirements, as the current driving unit, a N channel metal–
oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) was chosen.  IRF520 N channel 
MOSFET was used in the LED driver circuit. The key specifications of IRF520 are listed in 
Table 10, which are aligned with prototype design requirements. 
 
Table 10. Features of IRF520 N MOSFET 
 
Feature Rating Remarks 
Drain-source voltage 100 v (max) Useful to provide sufficient large DC voltage for 
COB LEDs 
Gate-source voltage ± 20 v(max) Microcontroller output signal (TTL level 0-5v) 
can be directly fed to the transistor without any 
amplification. 
Continuous Drain 
Current 
6.5 – 9.2 (A) Useful to provide sufficient large DC Current for 
COB LEDs 
Rise and fall time  20 – 30 ns This enables MOSFET to support high frequency 
DC pulses which is well with the design data rate 
requirement 
 
The circuit diagram of the LED driver is described in Figure 36. To detect at the gate input 
of the MOSFET, the output of MCU’s was programmed to generate modulated TTL level 
signal. In order to achieve better modulation bandwidth and modulation index, a bias voltage 
was added to the input voltage. An additional series diode was connected to the circuit to protect 
MCU’s output pin from bias voltage. When the gate voltage level fluctuates according to the 
modulated signal, the MOSFET will draw current corresponding to the gate voltage variation.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 36. Design of the LED driver circuit arrangement. 
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5.1.4 Light source – LED 
The prototype was based on the concept of energy-autonomous IoT with VLC. Therefore, 
from the transmitter end, the light source is expected to deliver detectable visible light signal 
with suitable colour wavelength for the indoor illumination and providing enough light energy 
to be harvested. Hence, the selection of LED was based on the following criteria 
 
 Sufficiently fast rise and fall time characteristics. 
 PV cell friendly wavelength emitting LED for efficient harvesting. (light temperature) 
 Human eye pleasant colour for use the transmitter as a day-to-day illumination device. 
 Feasible voltage and current requirement for less complex transmitter design 
 Commercial availability 
According to the study carried in [56], researchers have shown that the indoor light-based 
blue colour (wavelength 400−525nm) can produce energy more efficiently on PV cells. Based 
on that fact, the Kelvin colour temperature of the transmitting LEDs were determined by using 
the Wien’s displacement law. Even though LED does not directly follow the Wien’s law due 
to electroluminescence process of illuminating, it still provides a clue regarding emitting 
wavelengths from the LED [57]. The manufacturer provided colour temperature and their 
wavelength regions are illustrated in Figure 37. 
 
The expression for the Wien’s Law can be written as 
 
 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
2.898∗10−3
𝑇
. (23) 
 
By assigning the wavelength as 480nm, the equation provides Kelvin temperature rating of 
6000K as the results.  
 
 
 
Figure 37. LED temperature and their wavelengths [58]. 
 
In addition, since COB LEDs are made of with small compactly arranged multiple light 
emitting diodes, they can facilitate a greater number of lighting sources in given area compared 
to the traditional surface or through hole mount LEDs.  Therefore, based on above facts, 5700K 
COB type LEDs were chosen as the lighting source for the transmitter. 
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5.1.5 Transmitter algorithm 
The transmitter algorithm can be described as in the flow chart shown in Figure 38. The 
implemented programming codes are crated based on this algorithm using both Arduino and 
Matlab environments.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 38. Transmitter algorithm flow chart. 
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The designed graphical user interface (GUI) for the prototype is shown in Figure 39. The GUI 
is designed in order to facilitate the multiuser scenarios with multiple data under different data 
tag. Final input for the transmitter MCU is created based on the user number, input data and 
the data tag under the command button.  
 
 
 
Figure 39. Graphical user interface for the transmitter 
 
The transmission scheme was designed to provide maximum illumination when there is no data 
transmission for the receiver (idle state). An oscilloscope-captured waveform of two 
transmitting schemes is shown in Figure 40. 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Transmitting schemes. 
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5.2 Receiver 
The receiver of the system is made up with several components. Receiving circuit, MCU 
and display unit were the main units of the prototype design. In addition, the energy harvesting 
unit is also placed with the receiver circuitries. 
 
5.2.1 Receiving circuit  
The receiver circuit was designed to receive the visible light-based waveform and filter out 
the 38 kHz modulated data signal. The final output of the signal was expected to between the 
range of TTL levels so that MCU’s analogue to digital converter (ADC) can directly sample 
them without any further rectifications. 
In this project, two possible receiving technologies were tested. In addition to traditional 
photodiode approach, PV cells in the energy harvesting unit were tested to receive the VLC 
signal while energy harvesting.  
 
5.2.2 Photodiode based approach 
The receiving circuit is shown in Figure 41. The photodiode receives the visible light-based 
signal and generates current signal corresponding to the light waveform. The transimpedance 
amplifier converts the current signal into a voltage signal so that, any signal processing function 
can be applied on that. The automatic gain control amplifier (AGC) amplifies the signal to keep 
constant stable voltage levels in the voltage signal. Then, the voltage stabilized signal waveform 
forward to the 38 kHz region bandpass filter in order to eliminate all noise effects and extract 
the transmitted 38 kHz modulated signal. The output signal is fed into a switch mode-
configured transistor, in order to provide TTL voltage level (3.3V) to the MCU’s ADC for 
sampling purposes.   
 
Figure 41. Receiving circuit structure. 
 
A PIN type photo diode was used as the photodiode for the prototype. A VSOP38338 IC 
was selected as the amplifying and filtering unit, as the IC comes with all required blocks for 
the purposes. 
 
5.2.3 PV cell-based approach 
The PV cell-based receiver circuit was made to filter and extract data signal from the 
received DC biased wave form. Since, the output of this circuit is expected to be fed to the same 
programmed MCU, the outputs of both circuits (photo diode and PV cells) were expected to be 
identical. The structure for the PV cell-based approach is described in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42. PV cell-based receiver structure. 
 
For the receiving circuit, A/C voltage component will be used. The A/C waveform will be 
filtered with the bandpass filter in order minimize the noise and extract the transmitted signal 
form the A/C waveform and then it will be fed to an inverted comparator in order to stable the 
voltage levels to TTL level. The inversion of the signal will be used to comply with the RECS80 
protocol. The design of the 1st order active non inverted bandpass filter was based on the follow 
equations 
 
 𝑓
𝐿.𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓= 
1
2𝜋𝑅2𝐶2
, (24) 
 
 𝑓
𝐻.𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓= 
1
2𝜋𝑅1𝐶1
. (25) 
 
The design architecture for the active non-inverted band pass filter is illustrated in Figure 
43. 
 
 
Figure 43. Non inverted bandpass filter for signal extraction. 
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5.2.4 Receiver’s Microcontroller Unit 
In the receiver design, the MCU was expected to serve as the decoder and the demodulator 
of the receiver. Moreover, since the IoT node is expected be energy-autonomous, efficiency 
and low power input characteristics were prioritized when selecting the MCU. The considered 
selection criteria for the MCU is shown below 
 
 Low power consumption 
 Sufficient ADC performance for sampling 
 User friendly serial communication capability – integrate with computers and perform 
debugging tasks without additional circuitries. 
 Number of GPIO pins in order to attach with output devices (displays) 
 Commercial availability 
Based on above criteria, the ATmega328P MCU-based 8MHz 3.3V power optimized 
Arduino pro mini development board was used. 
 
5.2.5 Display device 
In the prototype receiver design, displays were used as the output device of the node. The 
following criteria were considered when selecting the display 
 Low power design  
 Compatibility with the MCU 
 Flexibility and compact design for any surface integration 
 Less complex biasing/ excitation circuitries for operation 
 Commercial availability 
 
As the candidates for this task, electronic ink (e-ink) and printed electrochromic display 
technologies were considered. Their bi-stable characteristics fulfilled the low power design 
requirement. Bi- stable displays have the ability to keep last updated information in their display 
interface for longer time without any power consumption. This enables the micro controller to 
keep power consumption to a minimum at idle state. When new data arrives, the display is 
automatically refreshed, and it will print the information on display area. In the design, 
“ADAfruit e-ink 2’7” display with display driver and” Ynvisible” electrochromic display was 
used. In the display driver-based e-ink display, the driver uses serial peripheral interface (SPI) 
to communicate between the MCU and the output. The library and receiver programming codes 
were developed to decode the received data to American standard code for information 
interchange (ASCII) format and then print it on the e-ink display. The final appearance of the 
e-ink display unit is shown in Figure 44. Since the electrochromic seven segment display did 
not require any driver for its operation, it was directly connected to the MCU. In order to 
preserve the bi-stable nature of the display for longer period, a pull up resistor arrangement was 
used at the MCU output pins. The electrochromic printed seven segment display is shown in 
Figure 45. 
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Figure 44. E-ink display and driver unit manufactured by Adafruit Industries. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45. Electrochromic seven segment display developed by Ynvisible. 
 
 
5.2.6 Receiver algorithm 
The designed algorithm for the receiver is illustrated in Figure 46. Initially, the receiver is 
expected to scan continuously till valid data signal is available. As soon as a valid signal is 
present, it will be separated to the main components of user ID, tag ID (data label), and data 
payload. The algorithm will check for correct user ID match for obtain user confirmation and 
then the user confirmed data will be forwarded to target data tag. Finally, after the confirmation 
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of tag, the received payload data will be converted to ASCII characters for obtain meaningful 
information to the users and it will be printed on the display.  
 
 
 
Figure 46. Receiver algorithm. 
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5.3 Energy Harvesting unit 
The harvesting unit was designed to harvest energy from the indoor illumination created by 
the transmitter. For the prototype, multiple printed flexible PV cells were tested to make the 
design easier to integrate on any kind surface. In order to preserve the concept of “expose and 
connect”, initially the harvesting unit was designed without using any kind of large energy 
storing devices i.e., supercapacitors, batteries. Using energy storage devices will challenge the 
expected compact flexible design while limiting the expected applications due to their 
constrained working temperatures and conditions.  
To provide sufficient power for the MCU, feasibility of both series and parallel PV 
configurations were tested. In series PV cell arrangement, large currents draw by the MCU, 
resulted significant voltage drop due to the cumulated series resistances. To mitigate that, the 
prototype’s microcontroller was powered up by a parallel configuration. As a disadvantage of 
this arrangement, a large area of printed PV cells was required for satisfy the power 
requirement. The simple design for this approach can be seen in Figure 47. In this design, a 
diode protection arrangement was used to protect PV cells. A small-scale electrolyte capacitor 
was used to regulate the effects caused by voltage fluctuations during data transmitting 
schemes. The selection of capacitor value was estimated according to the below equation 
 
 𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝐶 >>  
1
𝑓
, (26) 
 
where; 𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 = load resistance, f = DC ripple frequency and C = capacitance 
 
 The organic PV cells manufactured by Infinity PV were used for the design.  
 
 
Figure 47. Direct energy harvesting circuit. 
 
However, to provide sufficient power using minimum size of PV cells, the feasibility of 
using an energy harvesting unit were tested. Since, the transmitters were designed to provide 
more constant illumination throughout operation, features like MPPT harvesting methods were 
not prioritized. The energy harvester was selected based on the below criteria 
 
 Sufficient power output for receiver microcontroller and other components power 
requirement. 
 Low current consumption from PV cells in order to avoid voltage drop due to series 
resistance. 
 Less power storage design for preserve the concept of “expose and connect” much 
as possible. 
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Based on above criteria, the LTC 3588 energy harvesting chip was selected. The final energy 
harvester-based design is shown in Figure 48. 
 
 
Figure 48. Energy harvesting circuit with energy harvester IC. 
 
According to this design, the output from PV cells will be stored in the super capacitor 
arrangement. In this way, due to low current intake from energy harvesting IC, sufficient energy 
for MCU’s operation will be stored in the supercapacitors. Then harvester IC is expected to 
save the configured amount of energy in the internal capacitor. internal capacitor will directly 
provide the energy requirement for the connected load. Whenever the internal capacitor voltage 
goes below the configured value due to the consumption, the harvester IC will recharge it by 
transferring energy from supercapacitors based on its optimized algorithms. In case of PV cells 
cannot provide sufficient rate of energy for the load’s requirement, the harvester circuit will cut 
off the power supply to the load enabling time window to recharge primary storage 
supercapacitors up to a configured voltage. After reaching the “turn on” threshold voltage, the 
harvesting circuit will turn on the power supply to the micro controller till it goes down to the 
“cut off” threshold voltage.  The configured values for the prototype are given in below Table 
11.  
 
Table 11: LTC3588 configured voltages 
 
Threshold Voltage threshold at super capacitor /(V) 
Cut-off 3.3 
Turn on  5.14 
 
The capacitors for the harvesting unit were selected as follows. According to the [59] , charge 
on a capacitor is can be obtained by from the expression 
 
 𝑄 = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑉, (27) 
where; C= capacity, V= voltage 
 
The time constant for RC is defined as 
 
  𝜏 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝐶, (28) 
 
where; C= capacity, R= series resistance. 
  
Since a capacitor typically takes five times of time constant to be practically fully charged, 
according to the equation (28) it is important to keep both R and C values minimum in order to 
keep the time constant minimum. However according to the equation (27), to store sufficient 
energy for receiver’s operation, it is important to keep sufficient capacity and terminal voltage 
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in the setup. Since the terminal voltage of the capacitor is fixed due to the PV cell output voltage 
value the capacity should be selected to satisfy the energy requirement.  Therefore, the selection 
of supercapacitor values was made based on taking the optimum value between the trade-off of 
charging time and the charge capacity. Large capacity supercapacitors can keep enough power 
to run the circuits for longer period while taking considerably large time for initial charge up. 
To minimize the power loss during the storing, super capacitors with low leaky currents were 
selected for the final design. 
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6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The performance of the implemented prototype designs are evaluated and discussed in this 
chapter.   
 
6.1 Transmitter and photodiode receiver waveform 
The transmitted (top) as well as received and filtered (bottom) waveforms following the 
RECS80 protocol are shown in Figure 49. 
 
 
 
Figure 49. Transmitted and received waveforms. 
 
 
As observed, the received waveform is the inverted version of the transmitted waveform. 
Since, at the quiescent state, the photodiode circuit is keeping the voltage on high level and as 
a result of that, the output waveform gets inverted. 
 
6.2 BER performance of the receiver. 
The bit error rate (BER) performance was measured under for two different scenarios. One 
measurement was taken near by a window place, where non direct sunlight is present in order 
to superimpose the ambient noise with the VLC signal. To calculate BER, the following basic 
version of equation was used. 
 
 𝐵𝐸𝑅 = (
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠
 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 
). (29) 
 
Typical 50Hz flickering in an indoor illuminated place was chosen as the second 
environment. The transmitter was placed above the photodiode receiver when taking the 
measurements. In both measurements LoS links were utilized. The vertical distance between 
transmitter and photodiode was changed during the experiment.  The results are plotted in 
Figure 50. The used algorithm for BER calculation is attached in appendix 1. 
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Figure 50. BER vs distance under different noise environment. 
 
The results suggested that, the photodiode-based receiver performs well under the indoor 
illuminated scenarios compared to natural lighting scenarios.  From the graph we can observe 
that, when the transmitting distance is below 20 cm from the receiver, the photodiode-based 
receiver’s BER is acceptable for proposed indoor application under any light scenarios. 
 
6.3 The performance evaluation of printed PV cells 
For the experiment, two different R2R printed PV cell technologies were tested. Gravure 
printed perovskite cells and printed organic cells were used for obtaining the following results.  
The used samples of PV cells are attached in Figure 51 and Figure 52. 
 
 
 
Figure 51. Printed Perovskite cells developed by Technical Research Centre of Finland 
(VTT). 
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Figure 52. Printed organic PV cells developed by infinity PV. 
 
6.3.1 Frequency response of designed system 
The prototype’s ability of responding to different frequencies were tested using square wave 
signals. To calculate signal to noise ratio (SNR) from received waveform, the following 
equation is used. 
 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 20 ∗ log10 (
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣
𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣). (30) 
 
In the experiment, transmitter was placed 0.2m directly above the PV panels and 
performance both types of PV cells were tested. The results obtained are shown in Figure 53. 
 
 
 
Figure 53. Frequency vs SNR variation of Perovskite and organic cells. 
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According to the graph, it can be clearly observed that the SNR decreases with the increasing 
frequency. As both PV cells respond in a similar way it can be concluded that this is due to the 
slow frequency response limitation in the printed PV cells. According to [60] this behaviour 
can be also occurred due to the ratio between rise-fall time to the period of the pulse. The period 
of pulse is varying subjected to the frequency while the rise-fall rate is constant for the used 
transmitter LEDs and driver. Due to lack of pulse period, fall time and next pulse’s rise time 
will tend to overlap. This phenomenon limits the voltage of the received data pulse which results 
a low SNR value. Oscilloscope-captured received distorted wave forms corresponding to the 
frequencies in Hz and kHz region can be observed in Figure 54 and 55 respectively.  
 
  
6.3.2 SNR variation with the distance. 
For obtaining these results, the arrangement of measurement setup was as follows. At the 
initial experiment, setup was tested near a window where non direct sunlight interferes (300 
lx). The transmitters were directly placed above the PV cells and then measurement was taken 
by changing the transmitting height in few steps. 
 
 
Figure 56. SNR variation with distance in an indoor sunlight environment. 
Figure 54. Pulse shape 
at Hz frequencies. 
Figure 55. Pulse shape at 
kHz frequencies. 
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The obtained results for experiment are plotted in Figure 56. According to the results the 
perovskite PV panel shows better performance compared to the OPV under indoor sunlight 
noisy scenario. The same experiment was repeated by only changing the noise environment. In 
this scenario, only the transmitters were used as the lighting sources resulting in a noise-free 
environment. 
 
 
 
Figure 57. SNR variation with distance with only-transmitter illumination. 
 
The results in Figure 57 suggests that this prototype will perform well under less noisy 
environment. Moreover, the results justified that the prototype can be used in noisy 
environments when the distance between transmitter and receiver is short.  
 
 
 
 
6.4 Energy harvesting performance  
In this prototype, the energy harvesting unit was directly powered by the PV cells. According 
to (20), the power conversion efficiency of a PV cell is directly proportional to the open circuit 
voltage when the terminal load is constant. Therefore, to measure the performance of the energy 
harvesting unit, open circuit voltage at the PV cell terminal were observed under different 
conditions. In this experiment, the prototype was placed under two transmitting schemes. 
Initially a set of readings were taken under the data transmitting scheme (flickering under PPM 
based REC80 protocol) conditions in the transmitter. Thereafter, the transmitter switched to 
idle transmitting scheme where no flicker occurs. The obtained results are depicted in Figure 
58. 
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     Figure 58. Energy harvesting scenario under two different transmitting schemes. 
 
The results revealed that, the idle scheme generates significantly more voltage on the PV 
cells compared to the data transmitting mode. As the maximum power point of PV cell is based 
on the open circuit voltage in a given condition, it is important to use as large as possible open 
circuit voltage at the PV cells. This experiment proved the efficiency of transmitting algorithm 
implemented on transmitter hardware which was made to use both above discussed transmitting 
schemes.  
 
6.4.1 Performance of energy harvesting unit 
In this evaluation, performance between direct PV connection and through harvester IC 
connection were measured. The flowing current readings were obtained during transient 
booting phase of the microcontroller and steady operating conditions. The terminal voltage 6.5v 
was kept throughout the period. The results for the e-ink display based receiver are tabulated in 
Table 12. 
 
Table 12: Maximum current readings for two different methods (e-ink based) 
 
Phase Direct connection (max 
reading) 
Energy harvesting IC based connection 
(max reading) 
Booting up phase 8 mA 4.20 mA 
Steady operation 
phase 
5.20 mA 3.80 mA 
 
Based on the above results, it can observe that LTC 3588 harvesting IC drastically reduced 
by 47% the maximum drawing current during bootup phase while saving 27% of maximum 
drawing current during steady operating phase. The observed results for the electrochromic 
display-based receiver are tabulated in Table 13. 
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Table 13. Maximum current readings for two different methods (electrochromic based) 
 
Phase Direct connection (max 
reading) 
Energy harvesting IC based connection 
(max reading) 
Booting up phase 4.80 mA 3.10 mA 
Steady operation 
phase 
4.42 mA 3.00 mA 
 
The results suggested that, the harvesting IC’s algorithm managed to distribute the peak 
requirement of current along the time-axis with the help of the supercapacitor energy. This 
process effectively helped to reduce the PV voltage drop due to the series resistance in the PV 
cells by reducing the drawing current from the receiver circuit. In addition, results point out 
that, the printed flexible electrochromic displays have a better power efficiency when it 
compared to the other bi-stable display technologies. 
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7 DISCUSSION  
The design, implementation and performance evaluation of a light-based IoT node was reported 
in this thesis. The hardware of transmitter unit was mainly selected and designed to facilitate 
the required data transmission rate for the chosen PPM based RECS 80 protocol. As suggested 
in Table 3 in literature review, that there are many VLC compatible modulation schemes which 
can be applied for this work. The ability of keeping constant signal waveform envelop in colour 
shift keying modulation, might be the best selection for both transmitting and energy generation 
application in this work. But from the power limited receiver design point of view, CSK’s 
requirement of multiple signal detectors could have been difficult to achieve under the power 
constrains. Since the prototype is based on a novel concept, the prototype could have been made 
more effectively if it configured with innovative protocol specially designed for LIoT. As the 
RECS 80 protocol was originally designed for IR communication, in this case it only complied 
with the data transmission requirement of the prototype. In addition, the RECS 80 protocol is 
lacking an error detection mechanism compared to other IR technologies such as NEC protocol. 
The application used with the prototype, which sends text characters and graphics, is highly 
vulnerable to the erroneous transmission which, a fact that emphasise the requirement of error 
detecting mechanisms for detecting any possible transmission errors. However, to cater the all 
possible requirements for LIoT node, the protocol was retrofitted with addition of idle 
transmitting mode in order to give high intensity light for the energy harvesting. Figure 58 
confirms the high energy generation in PV cells under the introduced idle transmitting scheme. 
In addition, the selection of COB as the light sources in the transmitter resulted in a new 
challenge. In transmitter’s lighting source, the large number of compact LEDs in the COB 
create large heat dissipation which need to be separately addressed. This issue can be addressed 
by adding a heat sink with cooling fins on top of the transmitter, but it will make the design 
physically larger, questioning the selection criteria of COB for compact transmitter. However, 
by considering the factors such as well-directed light radiation pattern for the application, high 
light density and less complex connecting mechanism, the COB LEDs were selected for the 
design. The selection of cool white (5700K) as the transmitter’s light colour was mainly based 
on the its positive effect on photovoltaic generation. However due to that, the applications of 
this prototype design will be limited to the selected light colour as other common indoor lighting 
colours such as warm white (< 4500K) are performing poorly on printed PV cells. The LED 
driver unit was properly biased to get better modulation bandwidth with better modulation 
index. As the result of that the transmitter was able to reach the required 38 kHz rate of LED 
transmission. A program script for the transmitter was written to cater the all the requirements 
of the prototype, such as input serial communication, ASCII to binary conversion, data 
transmitting and idle transmitting schemes. 
The receiver was mainly prioritized for low energy consumption. To receive the VLC signal, 
photodiode-based receiver and PV cell-based receiver were tested. Since the surface area of the 
photodiode is small, the photodiode needed to be perfectly aligned to the lighting source in 
order to receive better SNR. This can be rectified to some extent by using special lenses 
arrangement in order to converge the lighting rays into the surface of photodiode area. In 
addition, fine-tuned AGC amplifier can be used to get constant signal power levels for the 
detecting purposes. On the other hand, since the PV cell units have large PV surface area, a cell 
has the ability to receive the incoming visible light without any special arrangement. In the PV 
cell-based design, the precision of received data signal extraction from the DC voltage can 
improved by adding higher order bandpass filtering. However, according to Figure 53, since 
the PE based PV cells are not capable of receiving 38 kHz frequency signals, the modulation 
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frequency of the design needs to be reduced. The e-ink display unit which was tested at the 
prototype design was not well complying with the low power design theme. The additional 
multipurpose display driver consumed more power than expected. As a solution for this, 
driverless display technologies like electrochromic display can be used. However, the ability of 
displaying multicharacter fonts and graphics in e-ink display was well ahead compared to the 
basic seven segment display which is electrochromic displays so far achieved. The ability of 
displaying multicharacter fonts and graphics were well matched with the purpose of the LIoT 
node.  
In this thesis work, the energy harvesting design was tested by using two main approaches. 
In first approach the printed PV cells were directly connected to the circuit. As downside of this 
approach, the direct connection between PV cells and load caused the voltage to largely 
decrease due to the large current absorption from the load. To keep the required terminal voltage 
between the load, multiple PV cells were needed to use. This made the prototype much larger 
and practically not feasible due to the large surface area of the PV cells. Based on this method, 
it can be concluded that currently existing printed PV cells are not up to directly handling the 
current requirement. To mitigate this issue, in secondary approach, energy harvester purpose 
optimized IC based setup used. This harvesting circuit isolated the direct connection between 
the PV cells and load which resulted better terminal voltage using less PV cells. However, the 
power storage circuit components in the IC based harvesting circuit were directly challenged 
the design concept of “expose and connect” by keeping circuit alive even it is removed from 
the transmitter lights. In addition, due to the large charging time of super capacitors, the initial 
charging time was higher. It is necessary to point out that between this charging time the node 
will not be in operating mode. However, the results in Table 12 point out that the IC managed 
to reduce up to 25mW of the input power under 6.5v which was very effective on PV cells 
performance. Moreover, the harvesting IC made the protype more compact and more practical 
design due to low requirement of PV surface area for the energy generation.  As a part of 
feasibility checking on PV cell’s compatibility for signal detection, two printed PV technologies 
were tested. The results demonstrated that the gravure printed perovskite cells have more 
voltage sensitivity to the typical indoor light compared to the printed organic cells. Based on 
that it can be concluded that perovskite cells can be used to produce further compact flexible 
designs due to its higher voltage sensitivity on small surface area. Generally, the power 
optimization criteria of the receiver nodes were constrained with the use of multipurpose 
electronic hardware’s such as general development boards, outdoor light tuned PV cells and 
supporting electronic drivers which were equipped with unnecessary power consuming features 
for this task.  
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Throughout the work of this thesis the feasibility study and implementation of energy 
autonomous LIoT node were considered. As a proof of concept and to support and evaluate the 
performance of the concept, a prototype system with transmitter and multiple receiver nodes 
were developed. As the outcome of the thesis work, results were positive and each sperate 
segment of the prototype met the desired expectations. The transmitters and receivers were 
designed to facilitate the broadcast network architecture while supporting the multiuser 
requirements. The VLC unit proved that it is feasible to provide faster communication for the 
IoT nodes while providing sufficient light intensity for the PV based energy harvesting. 
Furthermore, the study carried out proved that printed electronics technology can be effectively 
used for the applications and PE technology is developed enough for meet the expectation from 
their applications.  
As a future extension of this work, there are several research lines to be explored. As current 
receiver units are limited to broadcast type communication, checking the feasibility of 
integrating uplink will be important for future applications. Technologies like low power 
consuming IR uplink or retro reflector-based uplink integration could be applied to the current 
developed nodes. With these uplinks, LIoT user will have the ability to get feedback from the 
deployed nodes and use it for various customized applications. The MCU’s power consumption 
could have been further optimized by using techniques such as introducing sleep modes, use of 
power-reduction registers, and run low power internal oscillators which are already available 
with the MCU. The receiver can be woken up from the sleep mode by using novel VLC waking 
up signalling scheme, just before sending the data signal from the transmitter. A combination 
of high illumination output from idle transmitting scheme at transmitter and low power 
consumption sleeping mode at receiver will provide more faster power storage at the super 
capacitors. Hence, as a future work, introducing sleeping mode to the prototype will be 
promising modification for further improve the power consumption. This can be implemented 
by introducing novel data transmission protocol with wake-up signalling for the LIoT nodes. 
More additional features like error detecting mechanism and multiuser addressing schemes can 
be integrated for the novel protocol. Furthermore, the transmitter prototype can be further 
improved to increase the node to transmitter distance. To achieve that lens arrangement can be 
used to provide more focused light beam towards the nodes while giving sufficient illumination 
for the indoor. In this way, this technology will be practically implemented on already existing 
infrastructures such as supermarkets, shopping malls etc. In future, by further improving the 
discussed suggestions and developments, this novel concept can be considered as a promising 
candidate for 6G-enabled Internet of Things. 
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10 APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: BER checking algorithm 
 
 
 
Figure 59. Algorithm used for BER calculation 
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Appendix 2: Transmitter schematics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60. Transmitter unit design schematics 
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Appendix 3: Receiver design schematics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 61. Receiver design schematics 
